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About the Campaign

Consumers' ability to resolve their debt issues is under threat. Congress, the Administration, PAGES

and the regulatory agencies are considering legislative and other proposals that will limit I:-i About CCRC

consumer choice. In this difficult economic climate consumers must have a safety net to
m Consumer Testimonials

resolve their debt issues. The Consumer Credit Rights Campaign exists to provide an
I:-i Home

independent voice to protect American interests and options.
+ Join the Campaign
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Consumers are facing record levels of debt in the midst of the economic crisis, job loss, high

tlnemnlnvment anrt mnrtnane fnrer:Instlrt.s. Deh tnrs are in rtiffir:tilt sittlatinns anrt nften have a
Where would you be without debt settlement?
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half-dozen or more creditors to deal with. In many cases, creditors harass consumers and

subject them to unfair and unwarranted demands and escalating fees, penalty interest raises

and unconscionable charges. Consumer credit counseling service fees and payments can be

exorbitant as well, and can exceed 29 percent of the consumer debt.

Intermediaries, such as debt settlement companies, often offer the most viable resource for

negotiating realistic resolutions for consumers. The Consumer Credit Rights Campaign

advocates for policies that protect Americans against unscrupulous practices and provide

them with viable options to resolve their debt issues. The campaign works to ensure that: How would you assess your experience with

debt settle m ent?

L Consumers are protected against harassment by creditors.

L= Consumers are able to turn to independent debt settlement advisors when they need

relief from crushing debt burdens, including predatory interest, cross-defaults and

pyramiding fees and charges.

Ls Consumers receive full disclosure of their rights and responsibilities, as well as the

risks and rewards, of all debt settlement options, including paying what their creditors

are demanding and, alternatively, seeking assistance to negotiate a settlement.

L Consumers are given an opportunity to get their financial house in order without losing

their homes, ruining their credit scores forever or being forced into bankruptcy. Audio Testimonials

@ Consumers have confidence that creditors, credit counseling services, and debt

settlement companies are acting ethically and responsibly.
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